
2/10/13
Present were- Richard, Lee, Gene, Dawa, Luke, Kathleen, Scott, Joan
Absent due to illness were, Laurel and Monica

Dawa motioned that each color of the Gakyil tell the group what they are working at the 
meetings. This was voted on and accepted by the Gakyil members present. 

Gene motioned that “Agenda” items for meetings would be action items that we need to vote on 
at the meeting. 

    
Richard suggests a strategic meeting  for goal planning. The Gakyil agrees.

Luke brings communication from Michael Hass to our attention. Michael Hass would like a 
share of the profits that will be gained from his retreat at Dondrupling. 
Gene motioned that dondrupling will get the money for the retreat and decide on a donation 
amount to Michael Hass later.
The Gakyil voted and accepted this motion.

Red report- Deep cleaned Ling today
Motion made by Dawa to send out Thank you email for the wonderful job and hard work. Email 
goes to Richard, Monica, and Doug, Chad
Dawa will send out email

Blue report- postpone update of Michael Katz retreat
Confirmed dance retreat with Carisa Six Spaces, an open to the public dance
Need ways to advertise on a wider scale than what has been done in the past.
Dawa motions that Dondrupling be a part of the Himalayan fair next year have a booth ,and 
present dance of six spaces.
This is something that will discussed at the strategic meeting .

Dawa also motions that another dance course with Carisa be added to the schedule for some time
in April. Carisa has offered the time and energy. Gakyil voted and accepted this motion. Dawa 
will follow up with Carisa for possible dates.

Dawa received news that Elio will be here in Oct. 2013, and can fit us in his schedule. She 
motioned that we host him for a retreat. Gakyil voted and accepts this motion.

Yellow - Lee motioned that Gakyil should think about moving the funds out of the Vanguard  
bond account as it is slowly bring negative returns. Gene motioned we move it right away. This 
was voted on and accepted by the Gakyil.

Tabling for strategic meeting/retreat-
 rental committee
Opening up ling to other communities
Questions fro meeting with in L.A. Rinpoche



It was motioned by Gene that each group meet before next Gakyil meeting and clarify some 
plans.
It was decided that the next Gakyil meeting will be 2 hours. The first hour for colors to meet and 
strategize. 

Next meeting March 2 3-5PM


